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Our Identity
Our identity is made up of several fundamental elements
that contribute to building our image as a professional
organisation.
The following pages present these key elements and
provide an explanation of how to manage our identity.

1.1 Our primary logotype
This is where it starts - the logo type. Our logo type has been designed to reflect the vibrancy,
productivity and community spirit which are integral to the Shire of Carnarvon as an organisation
and community.

1.2 Our secondary logotype
A second version of the logo has been produced for the specific use of the Shire of Carnarvon.
Including the words “Shire of” in the logo, this version is only to be used on communication
material that is specifically coming from the Shire. For example, the “Shire of” logo is used on
Shire stationery and in the Shire’s regular advertising feature in the local newspaper. This logo is
necessary to distinguish between Shire communications and general Carnarvon promotions.

1.3 Different colour variations for our logo
As well as an alternative logo composition we have also created a number of colour variations,
which can be used according to the colour output requirement. For example, we have designed a
monotone version of our logo for newspaper print which is consistent with our corporate identity
despite being one colour.

File Name
* Carnarvon logo_Mono [PMS DS 209-1]

File Name
* Carnarvon logo_Mono [Black & White]

File Name
* Carnarvon logo_Mono [Reversed]

1.3 Our Colours
For the best possible colour match across all mediums we have saved different colour versions of
the logo to be used accordingly.
For printing we have used the Pantone colour matching system to maintain a consistent colour
representation. We have different colour versions for cmyk printing and spot colour printing on
coated and uncoated stock.
( See below for Printing Colours ) All versions of these are saved on the Master CD in the Logo
folder.
For web and email applications we have matched our Spot Colours to Web Safe Colours. ( See
below Web Safe Colours )

1.4 Minimum clear space rules
You should ensure that the logo type has a surrounding area of clear space to achieve maximum
visual impact. The guideline below demonstrates how to define the minimum amount of
surrounding clear space. However if you are able to, give it more space.

The diagram above demonstrates how
to define the minimum clear space area.
As you can see, the clear space area (x)
is in proportion to the logo and is defined
from the height of Carnarvon. These
proportions remain the same at any scale
as illustrated to the left when the logo is
at 50% of above size.

1.5 Logo Rules
A strong identity is not only well designed, but should also be well maintained. To do this the
following guidelines should be followed:

1.6 Our logo with other elements
Sometimes it is necessary to use our logo type with other elements or logo types. When this is the
case, please use the following diagram as a guideline.

1.7 Our typefaces

Humanist521 is the typeface used for “Carnarvon” in our logotype.

Humanst521BTBold
Used in our logotype for the positioning statement text “Shire of” and “Catch of the great life”.

Swis721LtCn Bt
Used in our logotype for the text “taste” in the positioning statement.

Swis721 Bt is used for most other applications such as our advertising templates and web, as it is
a legible font at smaller sizes, which is required in applications that have large amounts of text in
smaller sizes.

Swis721LtCn Bt
Humanist521 is used for some applications such as our Roll-up banners and Pole banners which
use the font at large sizes with small amounts of copy.

Humanst521BTBold

1.9 Logo Formats And Their Usage

Not all file formats are suitable for all purposes. How do you know which is best?
In general, there are graphics formats suitable for printing and those for on-screen viewing or
online publishing. Within each group there are also formats that are better than others for the
same task.
Format:

Designed for:

